To transform
your classroom,
just

With CLiC (Classroom In Context), teaching and classroom instruction becomes interactive, personalized, and focused.
This digital-based curriculum, designed by Gale, a leading educational provider, is flexible allowing teachers to make their
classroom more interactive, as well as support the different learning styles and proficiency levels of students. CLiC is
pre-loaded with a specific scope and sequence for the year, yet still allows teachers to customize with additional articles,
other licensed school resources, eBook content, periodicals, videos, podcasts, images, and teacher-created materials.

Teach with Trusted Content and Succeed.
CLiC gives learners a more conceptual understanding of core
subjects, and meets state, national, and Common Core standards.
CLiC also makes learning more investigative and discovery based.
It is the ultimate blended learning experience for both teachers
and students.
CLiC curriculums draw content from Gale’s award-winning,
dynamically updated In Context databases. In Context provides
accredited information and authoritative content to meet today’s
education standards.

STUDENT VIEW

Transform your classroom with CLiC today.

INSTRUCTOR VIEW

CLiC lightens the load for your students.
With CLiC, students can lighten their load by carrying fewer textbooks.
CLiC can be used on any device, mobile or laptop, and provides authoritative
and diverse content from six popular subject areas.
Gale can even work with teachers and librarians to develop specialized CLiC curriculums for schools and districts
with specific requirements such as AP classes and non core curriculums.
So give your students a powerful tool that motivates them, and promotes
learning on every level.

CLiC Courses Fueled by Gale In Context Products

Best Source for Reference
or Education Resources

Biology
Chemistry

Science In Context

Earth Science
Government & Economics

Opposing Viewpoints In Context

U.S. History

U.S. History In Context

World History

World History In Context

Student Resources In Context

Google makes a great study partner.
Gale’s ability to improve classroom learning is made even more robust through the
relationship with Google. As a Google for Education partner, Gale uses wellrecognized G Suite for Education tools, including Google Drive and Docs, to support
students as they develop key research skills. With just a simple sign-in to their Google
Account, students and teachers can easily share and download articles, including
highlights and notes.

Visit gale.com/CLiC, or contact your Gale representative at 800-877-4253.
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